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Don’t gamble on losing any part of your
crop due to a late harvest. Take advantage
of all favorable cutting days. Consider the
new major advantages of owning a NEW
Moridge Grain Dryer.
VERSATILITY - completely portable -

can be set up and operating in minutes as
a completely self-contained drying system
or to add capacity to your existing bin
drying system. Your choice of model
8330 (280 bu. cap.), 8440 (405 bu. cap.)
or the LARGEST RECIRCULATING
DRYER on the market, the model 8770
(700 bu. cap.).
HIGH CAPACITY - keeps you harvest-
ing in conditions that stop other dryers.
Unsurpassed high moisture grain drying
capability.
ECONOMY ■ lower initial investment.
Owners report “Pays for itself in first
year”. Practical design that includes
positive drive, solid state control, and
integral burner engineered for maximum
energy efficiency plus quick and simple
servicing.
MAXIMUM RETURN - lets you sell
evenly dried, top quality grain at peak
market prices. Clean as you dry with
optional grain cleaner attachment.
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For fuel economy and better incorporation put a
"Buster-Bar" on your chisel plow, disk, field
cultivator or plow. The NEW design provides easy
adjustment for working or transport positions. The
7/8" diameter teeth bust clods before they dry and
harden. Mounted to wing section to fold with unit.
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Clods, weeds, ridges, tracks - you get a second
crack at them with one pass with a Lift-Harrow on
your disks, field cultivators, or chisel plows.
Teaming your tillage equipment with Lift-Harrow
gives you the extra quality tillage it takes to make
the most of seed, moisture and chemical in-
corporation.
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